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Summary 
Security has become a most important issue for several 
significant applications provided by wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs). The intrinsically susceptible features of WSNs employ 
them susceptible to a diversity of attacks. This paper has 
centered on how to protect from a principally destructive type of 
attack called Sybil attack. A Sybil node using only one physical 
device may produce an random number of extra node identities 
and can be used to interrupt standard performance of the WSNs, 
like multi-hop routing which is utilised to discover numerous 
disjoint paths among source and destination. Recently, there has 
been a increasing attention in leveraging WSNs to mitigate Sybil 
attacks. Digital certificates are a way used to show individuality, 
however, it is not feasible in sensor networks. This paper has 
proposed a Trust Based Sybil Detection (TBSD) technique to 
detect Sybil nodes in WSNs. The TBSD scheme is based on 
manipulative trust values of adjacent sensor nodes and the nodes 
with the trust values less than a threshold value are detected as 
Sybil node. The feasibility of TBSD method is demonstrated 
systematically, while experimental results of TBSD in exposing 
Sybil attacks is expansively assessed equally mathematically and 
numerically. The acquire consequence show that the TBSD 
attains significant attack detection rate than existing techniques. 
Keywords:  
Wireless sensor networks, Malicious, Sybil, Attack, Trust based 
system.   

1. Introduction 

WSNs is defined as a self-configured and infrastructure-
less wireless networks which is used to monitor 
environment or physical conditions, such as temperature, 
sound, wind direction, humidity, pressure, illumination 
intensity, speed, chemical concentrations, vibration 
intensity, sound intensity, pollutant levels, power-line 
voltage, etc.  WSNs considerately send the information 
collected from the sensors to a centre position or sink [6]. 
This information is processed for more processing and to 
take different decisions. WSNs have limited capacity of 
processing speed, communication bandwidth, and storage. 
The WSNs due to limitations are inherently resource 
constrained and are vulnerable to various attacks. The 
inbuilt complexity of the applied security algorithms also 
adds to the difficulty of providing security to WSNs [5].  
The proposed security techniques for WSNs in the history 

supposed that almost all sensor nodes are cooperative as 
well as trustworthy, but the same is not true for most of 
the case for various sensor network adavantages presently. 
A large number of attacks  
has been feasible in WSN which contains tampering, 
jamming, hello flood, exhausting, wormhole, collision, 
sinkhole, Sybil, flooding, denial-of-service, cloning etc. 
[6].  
Sybil attack in WSNs is the important attacks in this 
malevolent sensor node intentionally and illegally 
presents many forge or false identities to other sensor 
nodes. This is done by either creating new (fake) identities 
or by stealing legal identities from others sensor nodes. A 
variety of countermeasures against Sybil attack have been 
proposed in the literature that we discussed in our 
previous work [1]. Each of the countermeasures has its 
own limitation and need improvement for producing more 
efficient one. In this paper we first discuss the Sybil attack, 
trust based system and related works. In the next section 
of the paper, we describe our TBSD (Trust Based Sybil 
Detection) technique for countermeasure against Sybil 
attack in wireless sensor networks. The proposed scheme 
is based on calculating trust values of adjacent nodes and 
the nodes with the trust values less than threshold value 
are detected as malicious (Sybil) nodes. The proposed 
technique is designed and implemented in NS-2 tool.  

2. Sybil Attack, Trust Based Systems, and 
Related Works 

A variety of attacks are possibly in WSNs and Sybil is 
one of them in which a malicious node illegitimately takes 
multiple identities. Sybil attack can result in badly 
affecting the routing in the sensor networks. A large 
number of network security schemes are available for the 
protection of WSNs from Sybil attack. In this section of 
the paper, we discuss Sybil attack and trust based system 
along with proposed countermeasures.   

2.1 Sybil attack 

In WSNs, each node is recognized as one entity and just 
one single abstract idea is presented of an identity. 
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Therefore, in WSNs nodes are susceptible to any scheme 
that allows identities to be falsified or forged. An attack 
that results in such a malicious activity is called the Sybil 
attack. So, a single node in Sybil attack intentionally and 
illegitimately produces numerous false or forge identities 
to sensor nodes in the WSN. This is done by either 
stealing legal identities of other nodes or creating new 
(fake) identities [1]. A Sybil node in the network is a 
disobedient nodes extra identity. As a result, a single 
entity of the network may get a selected number of times 
(depending on number of identities) in order to contribute 
in network operations that basically relies on redundancy, 
thereby in this way it can control the outcome of the 
operation in order to defeat the redundancy mechanisms. 
Sybil attack can be activated while broadcasting without 
the use of any central authority. This central authority of 
the network may help in the identification of the identities 
of sensor nodes [2]. Sybil attacker can have different 
identities; this is done by sending messages with multiple 
identifiers. Such a malicious sensor node replicates its 
multiple copies in order to damage the network. One of 
important observation done about the Sybil attack is that it 
violates one-to-one mapping between entities and identity 
in WSN. Figure 1 provides a scenario of Sybil attack [3]. 
For detecting the Sybil attack it is very necessary to 
understand the ways in which the network is attacked. The 
attack can be divided into following three ways: 
 
1) Direct and Indirect Communication 
In direct Sybil attack, the legal nodes communicate openly 
with the Sybil nodes in the network, whereas in indirect 
attack, this communication is done with the help of 
malicious nodes [5]. 
 
2) Fabricated and stolen identities 
In this type of Sybil attack, a malicious node constructs a 
new identity for itself. This new identity is based on the 
identities of the legitimate nodes. The process when these 
malicious nodes communicate with their next neighboring 
nodes, they make use of any one of fake identities. This 
result in confusion in the network and it may collapse the 
entire network. In stolen identities case, the attacker first 
identifies legitimate existing identities and stole it. This 
type of Sybil attack may go unidentified in the network in 
the case of destroying of the node whose identity has been 
stolen. Node identity replication is done in the case when 
the same identities are used for a number of times in the 
same places in the sensor network [6]. 
 
3) Simultaneous and Non-simultaneous attack 
In the simultaneous type of Sybil attack, all the Sybil 
identities participate simultaneously in the sensor network. 
Due to one identity appearing at a time, cycling through 
the identities will make it to appear simultaneously. In 
non-simultaneous Sybil attack, the number of identities 

that are used by assailant is equal to the quantity of 
physical devices that are present, where each of the 
devices presents dissimilar identities at different times [5]. 
 
A variety of techniques have been proposed in the 
literature [1] for tackling with Sybil attack. These include 
Message authentication and passing method, TDOA 
method, Random password comparison method, 
Neighbourhood RSS based approach, SYBILSECURE 
technique, Genetic 

 

Figure 1: Sybil attack 

algorithm, Genetic algorithm two-hop messages approach, 
P2DAP approach, Compare and match approach, Energy 
and hop based detection, Threshold elgamal key 
management scheme, Optimized secure routing protocol, 
RSSI-based scheme, RSSI channel-based detection, 
TBSD ranging-based information etc. We will make use 
of trust based system for the detection of malicious node 
as described in the next part of this section of the paper. 

2.2 Trust based concept  

Wang et al. [2] proposed the concept of trust computation 
based IDS for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) based 
on the trust variations along with a chain of evidences. In 
this trust based systems, the evaluation of the node is 
approved out regularly. A trust evaluation and reputation 
interchangeability based IDS mechanism is presented by 
Ebinger et al. [3]. In this work, the mixture of trust, 
reputation, and confidence along with trustworthiness is 
used as an improvement for the intrusion detection. 
Various trust management mechanisms are proposed in 
[4][5][6] for WSNs. The main work of these proposed 
works comprises security of the systems along with the 
reliability of information. In [7], a trust based IDS is 
proposed for cluster based WSNs. In the above proposed 
work, Cluster head (CH) is used to perform the trust 
computation and assessment of sensor nodes in the cluster. 
Honesty, supportiveness, and energy consumptions are the 
assessment metrics used for detection of malicious 
activity. The base station is used to evaluate the trust level 
of CH. In [9][10][11] mean node detection is carried out 
based on the neighbor node calculation.  
Trust is a term that is used for the dependability of an 
entity. It is a possibility of an person node A that have 
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individual node B to execute a specified task at a 
particular time. The idea of reputation (that is collecting 
data concerning the status of a consecutive sensor node) is 
linked to the trustworthiness. Trust depends upon the 
ratings of consecutive nodes in the WSN. If the ratings of 
the consecutive node in the network are over the threshold 
(accepted value) then the node for further transfer of data 
will be trusted. Trusting on self detecting misbehavior of 
nodes in the network is risky. That is why collaboration 
among neighboring sensor nodes is necessary. The 
information transfer situation is shown in figure 2. Node 
A via node D manages trust of node D for future transfer 
of data. When node A forward information to D, node D 
receives the data as well as acknowledges this to node A. 
Node D may or may not transfers data to the subsequently 
succeeding node in the sensor network. If the node A 
someway knows that the node D successfully forwarded 
data, then node A is going to assume that node D is 
trusted one. After repetitive transfers of data, if the trust 
value reaches lower than the threshold value, then node A 
is going to compare trust value of its neighboring node B 
along with node C that are used for transferring 
information through the node D. If sensor nodes D is 
trusted with nodes B and C, then node A is going to set up 
a new route for data transfer by avoiding node D.  

3.  Assumptions and Attack Design 

 Here in the existing work, the proposed work considers 
an IEEE 802.15.4. TBSD-depends on WSN comprising of 
M sensor nodes. These nodes are frequently allocated in 
an  

 
 

Figure 2: Trust scenario 
 

operation region of E quadratic metric values. Inside the 
model, we suppose to the nodes are all still as well as 
uninformed of their positions. Furthermore, supposed 
about the nodes which transmit through each other with 
the wireless radio channel which transmitting in an all the 
ways form which covering a round region of radius R. 
Whenever a node transfers a message, then specific 
transmission is acquired from the nodes that are inside the 
transmission variety specified after this is either 
‘‘neighboring nodes’’ or basically ‘‘neighbors’’. Also, 
think about that no node should be totally confidential as 
no presently spread confidence model present. Several of 

reasonable nodes are tamper as well as rebuild for an 
adversary’s reason to be able to release a Sybil attack 
from the WSN.  
As a supporter can totally get more nodes, so think about 
an adversary which would not be outnumber genuine 
sensor nodes by duplicating capture nodes as well as 
producing other ones in adequately various sections of the 
network. The beginning of a Sybil attack could be shown 
by utilizing various parameters; (a) communication, (b) 
uniqueness, and (c) contribution. Correspondence is 
worried through the Sybil nodes that acquainted with the 
true blue ones within the system. The various possible 
methods for transmitting: the direct, where Sybil transmits 
directly with straightforwardly nodes, and the indirect, as 
the nodes may not ready for discussing specifically 
through the Sybil nodes, however rather communicate 
through the Sybil nodes. Their character parameters 
represent the technique through this Sybil node be able to 
obtain its personality.  The feasible techniques are of two 
type’s i.e. the stolen and the created personalities. In the 
primary strategy, a Sybil sensor node have to take 
personality of a genuine to goodness sensor node with 
mimicking the last mentioned. Another strategy includes 
the creation of fabrication of arbitrary new identity.  At 
last, the contribution measurement is worried through the 
interest of the Sybil sensor nodes within correspondence 
among the genuine nodes of the system. This type of 
nodes may take an interest at the same time or non-at the 
same time. In the synchronous investment, the vindictive 
nodes take part with every one of his personalities on the 
double, though in the non-concurrent mode, the noxious 
nodes show countless over a timeframe. As per the above 
classes, in this research, the immediate, concurrent Sybil 
assault with together stolen and manufactured characters 
is measured. The compromised node is known as the 
malicious node, while the rest of the nodes inside the 
system are eluded to as honest to goodness nodes. The 
assault model accepts that the malevolent nodes 
manufacture different, new characters, one for every 
substance which makes it. This type of nodes is alluded to 
as Sybil nodes. The primary task of the malevolent node 
is to trap the true blue nodes into trusting which have 
neighbours. Therefore the Sybil sensor nodes are not 
consistent; so the existence may genuinely disturb various 
network  protocols or significantly cause to be not curable 

4. Evaluated Description 

As predicting that, TBSD comes under the classification 
with the guideline depends on ADSs. In standard 
depending on recognition, the abnormality locator utilizes 
fixed principles to characterize information focuses as 
peculiarities as well as normalities. While checking the 
system, these standards are chosen fittingly and connected 
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to the observed information. On the off chance that the 
tenets characterizing an irregularity are fulfilled, a 
peculiarity is announced. Inside TBSD, the fundamental 
finder takes after four stages towards identifying Sybil 
assaults in WSNs. In the initial step, the neighbour 
revelation stage happens. Neighbour disclosure comprises 
of the trading of extending empowered hi bundles 
(likewise alluded to as reference points) among the 
neighbour nodes. This is utilized for extending evaluation 
are measured pairs, with the main distinction with the 
estimation of a particular piece in the PHY header (PHR) 
i.e. physical header known as the ''running bit'', i.e. locate 
with the help of transferring PHY for edges proposed for 
running. 
  
Inside TBSD, the hidden locator takes after four stages 
towards distinguishing Sybil assaults in WSNs. In the 
initial stage, the neighbour disclosure stage happens. 
Neighbor disclosure comprises of the trading of extending 
enabled hello packets (additionally alluded to as reference 
points) among the neighbor nodes. This is utilized for 
running evaluation are standard parcels, through the main 
distinction with the estimation of a particular bit inside 
PHY header (PHR) known as the '' ranging bit'', i.e. locate 
by the transferring PHY for edges planned i.e.  going.  
 
In the second step, every node develops a table containing 
the privately figured extending evaluation, i.e., the 
separation jupa from each neighboring hub it identified. 
Note that jupa symbolizes the evaluated separation between 
hub ℎ𝑘𝑘and hub ℎ𝑘𝑘as measured by hub ℎ𝑢𝑢 . However, the 
separation estimation is not blunder free. Extending 
mistakes, which we mean from this point forward by e 
metric units, exist either because of the remote way of the 
running correspondence and the flaws of the fundamental 
PHY, and/or because of a malevolent hub playing out a 
separation diminishing or expanding assault.  
 
Therefore, by jupa  we represent the real separation between 
node ℎ𝑢𝑢and node ℎ𝑘𝑘 . Clearly, it holds that de jupa − a

2
=

jupb ≤ jupa + a
2

 at normal for every node ℎ𝑢𝑢 , ℎ𝑘𝑘  where 
𝑢𝑢, 𝑘𝑘,∈ z.  In the third step, each and every hub in the 
system freely plays out various separation coordinating 
checks. This implies hub ℎ𝑢𝑢  thinks about the going 
estimations of each conceivable pair of nodes ℎ𝑘𝑘  and ℎ𝑙𝑙 
having in its neighbourhood directory in this 𝑘𝑘, 𝑙𝑙 ≠ a, 1 ≤
 𝑘𝑘, 𝑙𝑙 ≤ z 
 

if �
�jup−a jula � < 𝑎𝑎,
 jp−u jula | ≥ a,

                (1) 

 
The above rule expresses that on the off chance node ℎ𝑢𝑢 
observes two other, particular nodes, meant by ℎ𝑘𝑘 and ℎ𝑙𝑙 , 

have a distinction in separation not as much as e quadratic 
metric values, after that the node playing out the 
separation check having a Sybil assault is dynamic and 
continues with the way toward boycotting hubs ℎ𝑘𝑘  and 
ℎ𝑙𝑙 . As evident, this supposition could produce a false 
(positive) alarm1 in the event that the two separation 
coordinating hubs, ℎ𝑘𝑘  and ℎ𝑙𝑙  , are honest to goodness 
sensor nodes. Thus, the execution consequently, thus 
immaterialness of the planned Sybil assault identification 
calculation profoundly relies on upon the false alert 
likelihood. To improved opinion for our examination 
performance, in the resulting area, so build up the 
expository system which precisely processes this 
likelihood and permits developmental assessment to 
happen. Now, express the third stage of the calculation i.e. 
repeating stage, implying the separation checks are 
obtained intermittently. 
With the time duration every node obtained the TBSD 
extending depends on Sybil assault identification 
calculation relies on upon the recurrence with that every 
node transmit a message, that communication will be 
acquired from the nodes that are inside the sender’s 
transmission area specified also think about ‘‘neighboring 
nodes’’ or normally ‘‘neighbours’’. Also, suppose the 
node should be completely confidential as no presently 
spread confidence model present. Several of legitimate 
nodes are tampered with as well as rebuild for an 
adversary’s reason to be able to release a Sybil attack 
from the WSN node enters the neighbour disclosure stage 
searching for new neighbours in its region. Every period a 
node hunts down presently or new neighbours, it re-runs 
the separation checks. This fourth step is important to 
guarantee that separation checks are dependably 
progressive between the recently included neighbours and 
each various present sensor node in the area list. As 
indicated by the situation expressed before, while an 
honest to goodness node finds a separation match between 
no less than two unmistakable sensor nodes, it increases 
an alert attempting to repudiate the Sybil sensor nodes. In 
renouncing Sybil nodes, the true blue sensor node that is 
the TBSD-fit locator, transfers a caution message to the  
sink node (SN) empowering the system executives to 
obtain countermeasures. It likewise boycotts the sensor 
nodes maintaining a strategic distance from any future 
increments of them in its neighbourhood list. On the other 
hand, if no separation matching exists, the node proceeds 
with its typical operation. And the process, will transfers 
and receives system bundles among its neighbours 
satisfying the detecting undertakings doled out to it.  
As the proposed TBSD going depends on Sybil assault 
identification calculation has completely disseminated, 
implying the information accumulation, observing as well 
as identification procedures are implemented on various 
areas in the system. Such a design clearly suggests, to the 
point that every one of the nodes of the system are fit for 
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running the proposed inconsistency depends on location 
calculation. Also, no participation or data contribution is 
required between the nodes so as to renounce a noxious 
node. Henceforth, no correspondence overhead is caused 
for recognition purposes. At long last, in recognizing 
abnormalities, our methodology works with restricted 
review information, to be specific the nodes going 
evaluations. This implies every node works as an 
autonomous oddity based location framework (ADS), and 
in that capacity, it is in charge of identifying assaults just 
for itself. Calculation 1 outlines the diverse periods of the 
fundamental TBSD running based Sybil assault 
recognition calculation. 
 

Algorithm: TBSD varying-depends on Sybil attack 
detection 
Take the sensor node black list (NBL) 
Take a clock for development of the neighborhood 
finding stage 
for each period the neighborhood discovery-relevant 
clock expires do 
for each node i in the network, i=2: M do 
stage 1: Replace a varying-open the beacon through 
each neighbor sensor node 
Stage 2: Build a table obtaining the varying 
evaluations for each detected neighbor node k, = l, 2, Z  
Step 3: execute distance entry 
for every feasible couple of nodes in the neighbor list 
do 
if �jup−a jula < 𝑎𝑎, � ≤ k, l,≤ z, k, l,≠ u then 
increase an alarm 
withdraw nodes k=l by placing in the NBL 
else 
go on with regular process 
                end 
           end  

4.1 Problem Formulation  

Let’s suppose it has a set as well as finite quantity of z 
sensor nodes is consistently spread in a sensor field. The 
sensor field includes a location of E quadratic metric 
values. For ease, we suppose that a sensor node covers a 
small region on the field. Therefore, it’s feasible the 
particular every sensor node has situated on peak of a new 
sensor node. Every sensor node has been considered to 
protect a round transmission area of radius r (in parameter 
values) which represents the transmission area form of a 
sensor node in the nature of disk. A separate ring 
formation is inferred (the sensor node is at the middle of 
the disk). The disk is splits into concentric rings which 
contains the similar size, e. Recall, that e is the standard 
varying evaluation fault well-informed with sensor node 
(in metric values). With no failure of overview, let’s think 
a separation of the network nodes, i.e., nodes ℎ𝑢𝑢 ;ℎ𝑘𝑘 ; ℎ𝑙𝑙 

with node ni being the detector node, and nodes ℎ𝑘𝑘 , ℎ𝑙𝑙 ≠
ℎ𝑘𝑘  the nodes under study by node ni used for Sybil attack. 
The target set to analyse the possibility of more nodes are 
situated inside similar region enclosed with round ring. 
The area when the nodesℎ𝑘𝑘 ; ℎ𝑙𝑙  might exist, creating a 
false (negative) alarm, makes a round ring. At last identify 
that possibility coexistence region possibility, as well as 
we calculate it in the next parts. The primary regulation 
creates a false alarm is:dij and dik 
 
�jup−a jula � < 𝑎𝑎, 1 ≤ 𝑢𝑢, p, l ≤ z, k, l ≠ u              (2) 
 
After that, we utilize the idea of arithmetical probabilities 
to be able as to build the study. 

4.2 Fake alarm: Possiby allocation of a fake alarm  

The possibility of wrongly increasing an alarm should be 
produced through computing the possibility of at least one 
node  varying at least two nodes in the similar round ring 
region inside their  transmission radius, r. Indeed, every 
node increases an alarm while detecting at least a couple 
of nodes lying in the similar round ring. Exactly the 
similar result will be acquired as soon as further two 
nodes or more are found in the similar round ring. 
Actually, it is the rationale behind the at least declaration. 
 
So, what we should seek is the possibility ju of at least 
one node, hu , varying at least two other nodes, hk; hl, in 
the similar round ring region, known that the transmission 
radius of node hu  is R, as well as every of the total M 
nodes are consistently spread in a sensor area of E 
quadratic metric values. The possibility of an at least 
event could derived by not including all other possible 
occurrences. Therefore, the required possibility is 
computed as follows: 
 
ju = 1 − ou(t) − ou(1) − ou(2), Ɩ(2) −∙∙∙ −ou(z −
1)Ɩu(z − 1)          (3) 
 
ou(0): Possibility that nodehu has no neighbors. 
ou(1): Possibility that node hu has exactly 1 neighbor. 
ou(2): Possibility that node hu has exactly 2 neighbors. 
 

• ou(𝑧𝑧 − 1  ): possibility that node ni has 𝑧𝑧 − 1 
neighbors, i.e., that each other sensor node as 
neighbour. 

• Ɩu(2) : possibility to facilitate that there is no 
couple of two existing neighbours located in the 
similar round ring inside node hu′s range._ li 

• Ɩu𝑧𝑧 − 1  possibility to facilitate that there is no 
couple of  𝑧𝑧 − 1 neighbors located in the similar 
round ring inside node hu′s range. 
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The computation of the Eq. (2) enables the purpose of the 
possible allocations 𝑞𝑞𝑢𝑢and 𝑙𝑙 𝑢𝑢(𝑦𝑦). We contribute the these 
three subparts for that’s reason. 

4.2.1 Possibility of allocation of sensor node’s neighbors 

In that part, it decides the possibility density function (pdf) 
of a single node hu which contain accurately y neighbors. 
By taking into consideration that z  total nodes are 
consistently spread in a sensor field of area E, the 
possibilityou(y) ≤ y ≤ z − 1, is derived as follows: 
 
ou(y) = s𝑣𝑣(𝑌𝑌 − 𝑦𝑦) = �𝑧𝑧−1𝑦𝑦 � 𝛼𝛼

𝑦𝑦(1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝑧𝑧=(𝑦𝑦+1)       (4) 
 
Where 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 1  represents the arithmetical possibility of 
node hk to be inside the communication radius R of node 
hu, where hu – hk. This possibility is shown by: 
 
𝛼𝛼 = Area of favorable region

Area of total region
= 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2

f
,𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2 ≤ f                  (5) 

4.2.2 Coexistence region possible allocation 

In essence, the coexistence region possibility, denoted 
with mu  , shows that the possibility that a single node  
hu ranges at least two other nodes hk, hl ≠ hu  in the 
similar round ring. Then firstly obtain the possibility of a 
single node ni to discover the accurately two other nodes 
hk,hu ≠ hk in the similar round ring of width e. suppose 
that node hu  is located on a sensor region E. Specified 
that nodes hkhl nk are neighbours of node  hu , node ni’s 
possibility of detecting either node hk  or node hk  inside 
his coverage region is single. As node hk is able to placed 
with other round ring with possibility one, the possibility 
of node hl to be detected in the similar round region as 
node hk is known  with the arithmetical possibilites: 
 
mu Area of favorable region

Area of total region
= Average coexistence area

Circle area
         (6) 

 
Let’s calculate the arithmetical possibility wi, then firstly 
require to decide the regular coexistence region. 
 
4.2.3 The approximate distance calculated with node 
ℎ𝑢𝑢when varying one more node ℎ𝑘𝑘  (inside his coverage 
disk region) might reduce inside three zones, namely (a) 
the inner zone, (b) the middle zone (c) the outer zone. The 
inner zone is defined as t < juka ≤ r − a

2
 , the middle zone 

is defined as   a
2

  < juka 𝑟𝑟 a
2, and the outer zone is defined as 

𝑟𝑟 a
2

< juka ≤ r 
 
The motivation behind is to show the node  ℎ𝑢𝑢  detects 
node ℎ𝑘𝑘 to be de juk

g  metric value distant from his place. 
As extended distance is not as much of as a

2
, all feasible 

real positions of the node k form an inner zone, actually a 
circle, having radius de juka  where  𝑡𝑡 a

2
< juka ≤ r. As soon 

as de juka  increases, the middle zone is arrived where all 
feasible actual positions of the node hk  at present form 
round rings. Every round ring is surrounded with the 
boundary of two concentric circles of various radii; 
assuming that be juka − a

2
 ≤ juka jukb + a

2,  the primary or 
inner circle has radius de juka + a

2
  v and the second or 

outer circle has radius de  juka − a
2

.  H ence, once the 
external connectivity limits of node ni are arrived, the 
feasible positions of the node nj form the outermost ring. 
 
Now this node ni is conscious of his higher transmission 
threshold R, therefore they set an higher boundary to the 
feasible locations of node nj. Therefore, the outermost 
ring types the outer zone where.   𝑟𝑟 g

2
< juk

g juk
g  

 
Lemma 4.3 The standard value of every coexistence 
region is  br��� = 5𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝜋𝜋

2
    

proof. By equating Eq. (5) and 4.2, now verify the 
coexistence region possibility: 
 wi ¼ Average coexistence area 
mu = Average coexistence area

Area 
=  br���

πr2
 5πrg/2
πr2

= 5g
2𝑟𝑟

        (7) 
 
Given that the coexistence region possibility is known, the 
pdf of li ðxÞ could be simply known. 
 
Lemma 4.4 The possibility of having no feasible pair of 
nodes out of x total nodes in the similar coexistence 
region is li 

Ɩu(y) = jv(Y − y) = (1 − mu)
u(𝑦𝑦+1)

2 ,  where 2 ≤ (y) ≤
z andz ≥ 0         (8)  
 
Proof. In computing the sum of quantity of node pairs  
having x total nodes, the recurrence is excluded, as the 
events of detecting the nodes nj and nk exist in the same 
area, as well as the event of detecting whether nodes nk 
and nj coexist in the same area, are the same assumed that 
node ni has x neighbours, the number of all feasible pair 
of combinations not including recurrence is 𝑦𝑦(y − 1)/2 
such as, assume that node ni has three neighbours,p, l, m, 
then, 𝑦𝑦 − 3  nd all feasible pairs of combinations are j 
𝑝𝑝 ⟷ 𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑝 ⟷ 𝑚𝑚, 𝑙𝑙 ⟷ 𝑚𝑚, that is (𝑦𝑦 − 1)/2 = 6/2 = 3. 
 

4.5 Generalized coexistence area possibility 
allocation  

By equating Eq. (3) and Lemma 4.3, so decide the 
generalized coexistence region possibility  tu(y) . The 
latter possibility express the possibility that for node ni, 
which has accurately x neighbors, no feasible pair of x out 
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of M neighbors exist that lie in the similar round ring of 
width e inside node ni’s communication area of radius R. 
The probability is tu(y)  given by: 
 
tu(y)Ɩu(y) = �𝑧𝑧−1𝑦𝑦 � 𝛼𝛼

𝑦𝑦(1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝑧𝑧=(𝑦𝑦+1)(1 − m)u(𝑦𝑦+1)/2              
(9) 
 
By replacing Eq. (7) to Eq. (2), the probability Pi can now 
be formulated 
as follows: 
 
ju(y) = ou − ou(2)Ɩu(2) − ou(3)Ɩu(3) −⋯         (10) 
 
−ou(z − 1) = 1 − 1(𝛼𝛼 − 1)(𝑧𝑧−1) − (𝑧𝑧 − 1)𝛼𝛼(𝛼𝛼 −
1)(𝑧𝑧−2)         (11) 
 
−tu(2) … = ou(z − 1) = 1 − (𝛼𝛼 − 1)(𝑧𝑧−1) −
(𝑧𝑧 − 1)𝛼𝛼(𝛼𝛼 − 1)(𝑧𝑧−2)     (12) 
 
−⋯− ∑ �𝑧𝑧−1𝑚𝑚 �z−1

m−2 𝛼𝛼m(1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝑧𝑧=(𝑦𝑦+1)(1 − mu)𝑚𝑚=(𝑚𝑚−1)/2        
(13) 

4.6 False alarm probability 

The shown investigation keeps simply that single node 
performs varying. Specifically Eq.(8) produces the 
possibility that a single node, node ni, causes a wrong 
(positive) alarm. Though, in a sensor network of M nodes, 
any node may cause a wrong alarm. Therefore, we look 
for the possibility of at least one node causing a wrong 
alarm in a sensor network comprising of M nodes. The 
possibility that denote by p is required as shown: 
 
Lemma 4.7 The wrong alarm possibility in a sensor 
network of M nodes spread in the region E, and every 
node having a transmission radius R, as well as varying 
experiences an standard fault of e, is 
 
s = 1 − (1 − 𝑠𝑠2 )𝑧𝑧         (14) 
 
Proof. So Look for the possibility of at least one node 
causing a wrong alarm. The amount 1 − 𝑠𝑠2 produces the 
possibility that a one sensor node not produce a wrong 
alarm. Therefore, the total  (1 − 𝑠𝑠2 )𝑧𝑧  M gives the 
possibility in which all nodes in the network do not 
produce a wrong alarm. In that the possibility 1 − (1 −
𝑠𝑠2 )𝑧𝑧  
Proof: We look for the possibility of at least one node tr 
expresses the event that at least one node triggers a false 
alarm. 

5. Simulation-Based Implementation and 
Experimental Results 

The implementation of TBSD was systematically tested in 
a simulation environment for wireless sensor network 
simulated in NS-2, through the simulation parameters 
utilized has been defined in Table 1. 

Table 1:  Simulation parameters 

 
 

The first step in the simulation is to organize WSN by 
explaining the network sender node and reciever nodes. 
We first create a sensor network with 38 nodes and then 
trigger Sybil attack as shown in figure 3. The sensor 
network is divided into different clusters. Each cluster has 
its own CH (Cluster Head) and is represented with a 
different colour as shown in the figure 3. The neighboring 
nodes of the reciever node will reply back to sender node 
including the path reply packets. The sender node choose 
best route through sender to reciever with the help of 
sequence number as well as hop count.  It is supposed in 
the simulation that a single Sybil node existed in the 
sensor network including all nodes containing same IEEE 
802.11b hardware. The sensor nodes with the exemption 
of the Sybil node are randomly distributed inside the 
network area. Node 7 is the malicious (Sybil) node in the 
network as its represent a different identity. After the 
implementation of TBSD technique this malicious node is 
isolated from the sensor network as shown in figure 4. In 
the next part of this section of paper, we provide various 
graphs to show the effectiveness of the proposed 
technique. 

 

Figure 3: Sybil attack scenario in WSN 
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Figure 4: Isolation of malicious (Sybil) node 

The formula for the TBSD performs since the cause holds 
back for your destination for a post acknowledgement 
going without running shoes soon after any eleventh 
packet. In the event origin will get the particular 
acknowledgement coming from desired destination, then 
there's simply no bad behavior inside WSN as well as 
approach remains since normal. However, if the desired 
destination is unable to know the results boxes for a while 
period of time, after that recognition method will start it is 
functionality. The particular proven journey is going to be 
analyzed in order to discover as well as identify position 
connected with detrimental nodes (if any) from your WSN. 
Ideas submit an application the particular planned solution 
connected with TBSD strategy to uncover almost any 
probable Sybil for the duration of the path development 
process. The cluster head make use of trust value matrix 
to locate and isolate the Sybil nodes in the sensor 
networks. 
In order to assess the efficiency and competence of 
proposed technique i.e. TBSD and other some well known 
sybil detection techniques, NS-2.3 based simulation is 
done for WSNs coding organizations and run sybil 
detection techniques.  

5.1 Experimental Set-up 

The existing and proposed sybil detection techniques are 
implemented on a Linux workstation (2.4 GHz Intel i5 
processor with 10 GB RAM and 102 GB memory). The 
simulation is done several time, by considering different 
set of sensor nodes every time. And sybil attack is applied 
on the given simulation by considering random nodes. 
The evaluated data is organized and build up for training 
and testing purpose. Then MATLAB 2013 a tool is used 
to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique. 
 
5.2 Performance Measures 
The primary metrics in this paper considers Accuracy 
(𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐), F1 score (𝐹𝐹1) and Matthews correlation coefficient 
(𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐). These metrics can be defined as follows.  

a) Accuracy (𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐): The 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 represents the effectiveness of 
the given sybil detection techniques. It states how much 
effective the detection rate is, which is calculated as:- 
𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇
            (15) 

 
Here TP: represents the accurate prediction of those in 
which sybil attacks are detected successfully, whereas FP 
represents in which non-sybil nodes are detected as 
attackers. TN indicates those in which non sybil nodes are 
evaluated successfully, whereas FN represents in which 
sybil nodes are detected as genuine nodes. 
 
b) F1 score ( 𝐹𝐹1 ): The 𝐹𝐹1  can be demonstrated as a 
weighted mean of the precision and recall, where an 𝐹𝐹1 
attains its effective value at 1 and worst score at 0. 
𝐹𝐹1 = 2∗𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

2∗𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇
                (16) 

 
c) Matthews correlation coefficient (𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ): 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  represent 
the degree of correlation between the actual sybil nodes 
and predicted sybil nodes. 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 lies between -1 to 1, close 
to 1 is effective in the sybil detection techniques.  
 
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇∗𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇−𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇∗𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇

�(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇)∗(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇)∗(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇)∗(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇)
               (17) 

5.3 Experimental results  

The proposed and the existing well-known sybil detection 
techniques are applied on the designed simulation, 15 
times. The mean values of the simulation are taken for 
evaluating, the best technique. However the nodes are 
varied between 50 to 500 only, but the proposed and 
existing work is not limited to this set only.    
Table 1 clearly demonstrate that the proposed technique 
has optimistic sybil detection rate than existing techniques. 
The mean 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 of the best known sybil detection technique 
in literature i.e.  [21] is 0.8946. Whereas in the case of the 
proposed technique it is 0.8962. Therefore proposed 
technique has minimum improvement in terms of 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  is 
0.0141 i.e. 1.41 %. Thus proposed technique is more 
effective than most of the existing techniques. 
Table 2 represents that the proposed technique has 
optimistic sybil detection rate than existing techniques. 
The mean 𝐹𝐹1 of the best known sybil detection technique 
in literature i.e.  (16) [21] is 0.7234. Whereas in the case 
of the proposed technique it is 0.7451. Therefore proposed 
technique has minimum improvement in terms of 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  is 
0.0317 i.e. 3.17 %. Thus proposed technique is more 
effective than most of the existing techniques. 
Table 3 prove that the proposed technique has optimistic 
sybil detection rate than existing techniques. The mean 
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  of the best known sybil detection technique in 
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literature i.e.  (16) [21] is 0.89126. Whereas in the case of 
the proposed technique it is 0.89446. Therefore proposed 
technique has minimum improvement in terms of 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  is 
0.018 i.e. 1.8 %. Thus proposed technique is more 
effective than most of the existing techniques. 

6.  Conclusion and Future WorK 

This paper, has proposed a novel technique called TBSD, 
for improving the detection rate of Sybil attack in WSNs. 

The sensor network is divided into clusters with each 
having a CH. In this technique trust values are assigned to 
each node after gathering information about the location 
and adjacent nodes of each sensor node. The node which 
change identification has different adjacent nodes each 
time, this information will reduce the trust value of the 
node 

Table 1: Accuracy (𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) analysis 
Nodes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [20] [21] TBSD 
50 0.64 0.700 0.720 0.75 0.890 0.892 0.891 0.894 0.895 
100 0.65 0.660 0.710 0.73 0.760 0.891 0.893 0.895 0.896 
150 0.66 0.689 0.620 0.75 0.789 0.892 0.895 0.894 0.897 
200 0.66 0.720 0.740 0.76 0.892 0.894 0.896 0.897 0.898 
250 0.66 0.710 0.720 0.74 0.891 0.892 0.894 0.894 0.897 
300 0.64 0.720 0.700 0.72 0.892 0.890 0.892 0.893 0.896 
350 0.66 0.689 0.689 0.74 0.770 0.789 0.894 0.896 0.899 
400 0.65 0.689 0.700 0.72 0.789 0.890 0.892 0.895 0.896 
450 0.64 0.720 0.689 0.73 0.892 0.789 0.893 0.893 0.895 
500 0.66 0.660 0.740 0.76 0.760 0.894 0.896 0.895 0.897 

Table 2: F1 score (𝐹𝐹1) analysis 
Nodes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [20] [21] TBSD 
50 0.6248 0.6896 0.6134 0.6389 0.673 0.7400 0.6891 0.7160 0.7260 
100 0.6326 0.6689 0.6046 0.6221 0.6568 0.6891 0.7089 0.7260 0.7430 
150 0.6446 0.6763 0.6264 0.6389 0.6643 0.7100 0.7260 0.7160 0.7520 
200 0.6326 0.6134 0.6307 0.6568 0.7200 0.7160 0.7430 0.7520 0.7610 
250 0.6171 0.6046 0.6134 0.6307 0.6891 0.7300 0.7160 0.7160 0.7520 
300 0.6446 0.6134 0.6896 0.6134 0.7200 0.6730 0.7100 0.7089 0.7350 
350 0.6248 0.6763 0.6763 0.6307 0.6650 0.6640 0.7160 0.7350 0.7610 
400 0.6136 0.6763 0.6896 0.6134 0.6640 0.6730 0.7200 0.7260 0.7430 
450 0.6326 0.6134 0.6763 0.6221 0.7420 0.6640 0.7089 0.7089 0.7260 
500 0.6136 0.6689 0.6307 0.6568 0.6561 0.7160 0.7430 0.7260 0.7520 

Table 3: Matthews correlation coefficient (𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) analysis 
Nodes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [20] [21] TBSD 
50 0.6893 0.6670 0.6760 0.7160 0.7640 0.7731 0.763 0.8902 0.8912 
100 0.7898 0.6380 0.6660 0.6890 0.7350 0.7632 0.7892 0.8912 0.8931 
150 0.7520 0.6570 0.6891 0.7160 0.7540 0.7738 0.8912 0.8902 0.8970 
200 0.7260 0.6760 0.7060 0.7350 0.7730 0.8902 0.8931 0.8970 0.8950 
250 0.7520 0.6660 0.6760 0.7060 0.7630 0.7737 0.8902 0.8902 0.8970 
300 0.7120 0.6760 0.6670 0.6760 0.7730 0.7647 0.7731 0.7892 0.8921 
350 0.7260 0.6570 0.6570 0.7060 0.7440 0.7548 0.8902 0.8921 0.8950 
400 0.7898 0.6570 0.6670 0.6760 0.7540 0.7645 0.7732 0.8912 0.8931 
450 0.6893 0.6760 0.6570 0.6896 0.7730 0.7545 0.7892 0.7892 0.8912 
500 0.7520 0.6389 0.7060 0.7350 0.7350 0.8902 0.8931 0.8912 0.8970 

 
Each node in the cluster calculates trust value of neighbor 
nodes and sends it to the CH in the form of a massage for 
further processing. The node which has average trust 
value less than a predefined threshold is detected as the 

Sybil nodes and is isolated from the sensor network. The 
simulation result of the proposed technique has been 
compared with some well known sybil attack detection 
techniques. The comparisons have clearly indecates that 
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the proposed technique outperforms over the available 
techniques. However this work has not considered the 
effect of mobility of sensor nodes, therefore in near future 
this work will be extended for the mobile sensor nodes. 
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